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REVISION HISTORY
DATE
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CHANGE DESCRIPTION
Updated Aurora watering times table for 2021. Updated various links to city of Aurora
resources; removed references to the Advanced Watering Times info no longer
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spray head bodies.
Added Key Summary Points section. Minor grammar and readability edits throughout.
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Original release
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klunkerbus @ yahoo.com
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INTRODUCTION
During summer months, most of the water consumption for a typical residence goes towards irrigating
turf grass. To be efficient, an irrigation system needs to minimize water loss and apply only the amount
of water required to maintain turf and plants in a healthy state.
An irrigation system is like any other system in a typical home. Periodic inspections and maintenance can
help with this efficiency and keep it operating properly. Adjustments may well be required throughout
an irrigation season. Unfortunately, the occasional repair may also be necessary. A significant amount of
water loss can occur in a system with broken components or a system not adjusted and maintained
properly.

Primary goal
The fundamental goal of Irrigation System Insights is to provide a ready-reference that helps the typical
homeowner keep an eye on their irrigation system and keep it running efficiently. For the DIY
homeowner, it should provide a knowledge foundation to with. The document will educate other
homeowners in what to watch for in their irrigation system so they know when to hire service help, and
should help clarify the terminology used in the service process.

Who is the intended audience?
The document is intended for homeowners inexperienced and unfamiliar with lawn irrigation systems.
Experienced homeowners with established practices that work for them are welcome to continue using
those practices. This document is not intended to convey practices that are necessarily “better” than any
other.

How does the document approach this goal?
This is the general flow of the document –
•
•

•

•
•

Key Points attempts to convey the most important points a homeowner should know
Irrigation System Components identifies the parts used in a typical irrigation system. Each system
can vary in brands and quantity used, but the same components are generally in all of them.
Establishing the terminology for system components is a prerequisite for talking about system
inspections, maintenance and repairs.
Keeping an Eye on the Irrigation System establishes some suggested periodic efforts that can help
identify when service is necessary and help keep the irrigation system running efficiently. These range
from efforts basically done on an annual basis to simple glances the homeowner can make every time
the system is irrigating.
Problem Solving suggests what is involved in correcting things that can go wrong with the irrigation
system. Many of these might be issues noted in the inspections mentioned above.
Controller Programming gets into the complexity of programming the irrigation controller for how
often and how long to irrigate each zone in the system. The homeowner challenge is to irrigate
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•
•
•

enough that plants survive (and hopefully thrive) without overwatering, which can be detrimental to
the planted areas and can lead to wasted water runoff that impacts the homeowner budget.
Winterizing and Spring Start-Up summarizes what is involved in preparing an irrigation system for
freezing conditions in the winter and then reactivating it in the spring
City of Aurora Resources summarizes some of the resources and tools Aurora offers residents so that
they can help the overall city meet water conservation goals.
Other Resources summarizes where other information regarding irrigation systems may be found

Other introductory notes
Variations from examples and details provided here are to be expected from home to home. Different
contractors could do things differently on different homes. Seeing one approach or concept discussed
here doesn’t imply that any other approach or concept is inadequate or otherwise wrong.

Strive to irrigate the lawn without irrigating the neighborhood!
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KEY POINTS
•

Even when operating optimally, a lawn irrigation system will use a major percentage of the water
supplied to a typical residence. A homeowner can manage the cost of the water used for irrigation
by making sure the irrigation system is adjusted and functioning properly. Saving water also helps
the overall community with water conservation objectives.

•

To minimize water loss in a catastrophic irrigation system failure, every homeowner should at
least know how to close their irrigation shutoff valve.

•

If a neighbor has a catastrophic irrigation system failure and they are unavailable, water to their
irrigation system can be shut off at their vacuum breaker valve.

•

To encourage root system growth, lawn grass should be watered as infrequently as possible. The
city of Aurora only allows lawn irrigation up to three days a week.

•

Due to evaporation losses, the city of Aurora doesn’t allow any lawn irrigation between 10:00 AM
and 6:00 PM. For most homeowners, the most effective time to water will be around dawn.
Winds can be disruptive to watering in the evening, and watering overnight can lead to issues
with lawn diseases.

•

As weather changes, adjustments to the schedule programmed into the irrigation controller may
be necessary. Rain sensors and smart controllers that access local weather conditions are helpful,
but may not lead to optimal automatic adjustments. It should be possible to manually skip a
watering day after a good rain.

•

Water runoff or pooling suggests more water is being applied than the ground can absorb. Either
reduce the amount of irrigation water being applied or spread the watering out over a longer
period of time. Aurora recommends splitting watering-day irrigation into three cycle-and-soak
passes separated by a delay of an hour or so.

•

In a dry spell, having dry areas appear in the lawn is inevitable. Simply running the irrigation again
or longer may not be the right answer. Check for nozzles on sprinkler heads that are misaligned,
broken or clogged. Note that no irrigation system will apply a consistent amount of water to all
lawn areas, and soil quality, slope and sun exposure can also vary throughout a lawn. Some
periodic manual watering of dry areas with a hose-attached sprinkler may be required.

•

The city of Aurora has various resources for homeowners interested in further understanding or
optimizing their lawn irrigation.
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IRRIGATION SYSTEM COMPONENTS
Irrigation shutoff valve
The irrigation shutoff valve is arguably the most important component for a homeowner to be able to
locate. If there is a major problem such as water flowing from a valve box or a watering zone that appears
to be stuck in the on state, the shutoff valve can be used to turn off the water supply to the irrigation
system until the problem can be fixed.
The photo below shows a sample approach for supplying water to a home and an irrigation system. The
supply line for the house will be found on the street side of the house – possibly in-line with the location
of the Aurora water meter in the street-side tree lawn. The supply line will typically enter the house in
either a crawl space or basement and pass through a valve that shuts off water to the entire house. In
the sample approach shown here, the water supply line enters the house from the basement floor.
The irrigation supply shutoff valve will be in a line leaving the house and passing to the outdoor vacuum
breaker valve. The city of Aurora requires all homes to be equipped with a pressure regulator. In this
sample arrangement, the tee for the supply to the irrigation system is BEFORE the pressure regulator.
Some other homes are known have the tee for the irrigation system AFTER the pressure regulator.
The irrigation shutoff valve will typically be a “ball valve” with a handle that rotates just a quarter-turn. In
the photo, the white handle of this ball valve is in-line with the pipe, signifying that water can flow through
the open valve. Rotating the handle clockwise so it is perpendicular to the valve will shut off the water to
the irrigation system. The perpendicular orientation of the handle would signify that the valve is closed
and water flow is blocked from flowing through the valve.
This irrigation shutoff valve is also equipped with a small drain cap. During the irrigation system
winterization process, after the valve is closed and water has been drained from the outdoor vacuum
breaker, the drain cap can be removed to drain water from the line leaving the house to the vacuum
breaker.
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Vacuum breaker
Once water passes into the outdoor irrigation system, it is considered contaminated. A vacuum breaker
is used to help prevent this contaminated irrigation system water from re-entering the house and possibly
even the city water distribution system.

In this photo, the pipe from the indoor irrigation shutoff valve exits the house below the vacuum breaker.
The vertical pipe on the left heads down to the in-ground valve box. A typical vacuum breaker will have
ball valves on both the inlet and outlet sides. The orientation of the blue handles on the ball valves in the
photo signify that they are in the open or flow-through position. In an emergency, when a watering zone
appears to be stuck on and the homeowner can’t be reached to close the indoor irrigation shutoff valve,
a passerby or neighbor can close off the supply using the large ball valve in the line coming from the house.
Be sure, however, to reach out to the homeowner so that they know their irrigation has been disabled.
This vacuum breaker has two additional smaller test cock valves with screw-driver control slots. These
valves mostly come into play when winterizing an irrigation system. Part of that process is to ensure all
water has been removed from the vacuum breaker. Otherwise, expansion from water freezing in the
vacuum breaker can damage components internal to the device or even crack the metal vacuum breaker
body. This damage would become quite apparent in the spring when water flows continuously from under
the black plastic hat or sprays out of a cracked vacuum breaker housing.
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Valve box

Plumbing from the vacuum breaker passes water to an array of valves typically located in one or more
boxes at ground level. Each zone in the irrigation system will have a separate valve that is controlled
electrically by the irrigation controller. Small valve boxes containing a single valve might have a round
cover. Boxes containing multiple valves will be rectangular like this one. Access to the valves is possible
by lifting the flat cover off the top of the valve box.
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This shows the inside of a valve box containing valves for three different lawn zones. Groups of valves like
this are referred to as a valve manifold. In this valve box, water from the vacuum breaker enters in the
white PVC piping on the left. The black poly pipes on the right are zone distribution lines that carry water
to the three watering zones. The wires from each valve connect to the irrigation controller typically
located inside the garage. Wiring between the valve box(es) and the irrigation controller is typically buried
underground.
The lowest valve box in an irrigation system will normally include some form of drain fitting that is used
as part of the winterization process. In this manifold, the yellow component is an “automatic” drain valve
that will open and allow water to drain once water pressure is removed from the supply line. Most
winterization services, however, will remove that drain valve for the winter to further ensure no water
can build up in the valve manifold. Water freezing in the manifold can destroy the valves and/or the
supply line, leading to the need for substantial repairs.
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Valves for lawn irrigation will apply the full amount of available water pressure to the poly pipes feeding
irrigation zones. The poly pipe and fittings as well as the sprinkler heads are designed to handle this
pressure. On a dripper zone, only a controlled amount of water pressure is applied to the poly pipe in
order to ensure a rated drip flow and to prevent high pressure from damaging the drip emitters or popping
the drip emitters off of the poly pipe. The image here shows another valve box that includes a valve and
pressure regulator for two dripper zones.

Sprinkler zone distribution
Black “poly pipe” is typically used for zone distribution since it is easier and cheaper to install than other
options such as rigid PVC piping.
The black poly pipe lines leaving the valve box pass throughout the yard to wherever irrigation is needed.
The ¾-inch or 1-inch lines for lawn sprinklers will be buried in trenches. The poly pipe is somewhat flexible
and can be routed using gradual turns. Barbed fittings such as tees can be used to add a sprinkler head
or fan out to multiple lines. Professional installers will typically use permanent stainless-steel crimp rings
to attach the poly pipe to fittings. DIY installers will occasionally use removeable hose clamps since the
crimp rings require a special tool, although a basic irrigation crimp tool is relatively inexpensive.
Spray heads can connect to the distribution line right at a tee, but a more typical installation will utilize
what is referred to as a “swing joint” to connect each spray head to the distribution line. Threaded elbows
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at each end of the swing joint add flexibility in positioning and angling the spray head with respect to the
fairly rigid distribution line. The swing joint in the photo is formed using “Blu-Loc” threaded elbows
connected by a length of Blu-Loc tubing; other means are possible. Being smaller diameter than the larger
distribution line, the swing joint tubing adds even more flexibility in how the spray head can be located.

Note: The swing joint detail is included since it is referenced in the Problem Solving
section.

Sprinkler heads
There are three major types of sprinkler heads. The most common type, and the only type discussed in
detail here, is a pop-up spray head that distributes a constant, uniform spray from the nozzle at the top
of the sprinkler head. A variation of this utilizes a rotary nozzle that shoots streams of water in a rotating
pattern. Finally, a rotor head type actually rotates the pop-up sprinkler head using a water-driven gearing
mechanism.
Sprinkler heads used for lawn irrigation usually leverage a spring-loaded pop-up so that the nozzle can
clear surrounding turf grass. With no water pressure applied, the spring will keep the spray head stem
pushed inside the spray body. When the zone is turned on, water pressure will over-power the spring and
force the stem to rise up. At the end of the watering cycle, the loss of water pressure will allow the spring
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to push the stem back down into the sprinkler head. Typical lawn sprinkler heads will raise up 4-inches,
but sprinkler heads are available with other rise heights such as 2, 6 and 12 inches. Toll Bros homes
typically have 6-inch spray heads located along the street, with 4-inch spray heads everywhere else.
The spray head consists of the spray body, the stem, a filter, and the spray nozzle.

The filter is intended to capture debris so it doesn’t clog the nozzle. The filter just inserts into the top of
the stem and the nozzle threads onto the stem.
Spray nozzles are available in a wide range of types. Nozzles with a circular distribution pattern are
available in full circle, half-circle, quarter-circle, and adjustable arc types. Nozzles with special
distributions for narrow strips or side squares are available. Spray heads are normally available with
different throw distances such as 8-ft, 10-ft, 12-ft and 15-ft. Finally, particular brands may offer different
“grades” of nozzles, with each promising different criterion like spray distribution uniformity, and likely
provided at different price points. Selection of the nozzle for each spray head is typically part of the
irrigation system design process. The amount of water flow for a given nozzle is specified by the
manufacturer based on the expected water pressure. For irrigation nozzles, water flow is rated in gallons
per minute. Part of the irrigation system design is ensuring that too many sprinkler heads aren’t put on
the same irrigation zone. If too much flow is expected, the water supply won’t be able to maintain
adequate water pressure and spray head coverage will suffer.
In the photo, a clamping tool was used to keep the riser stem visible.
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This photo is of a basic RainBird brand 8H spray nozzle. The 8 signifies this nozzle has an 8-ft throw radius,
and the H signifies the spray pattern is a half-circle. The dashed markings show the direction of the spray
throw. Note the small screwdriver adjustment at the center of the nozzle. That can be used to make
minor adjustments to the throw distance – perhaps a reduction of 25% or so.
Some circular pattern nozzles can be adjusted for the degrees of coverage arc. The photo below is of a
RainBird 8VAN adjustable arc nozzle. The spray arc starts at the rim notch shown on the left-hand side
and spans clockwise around the nozzle to the adjusted arc setting. Rotating the upper knurled ring
provides the arc adjustment. Adjustable arc nozzles would typically be used around the perimeter of a
curved or sweeping lawn edge so that the spray pattern can be somewhat adjusted to follow the curve of
the lawn.
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Drip zone distribution
Distribution for drip zones is more straightforward. Far less water flow is involved, so a smaller, ½-inch
diameter poly pipe might suffice. This line is typically routed above ground, but under mulch or rock and
any landscape fabric. A hole is poked into the distribution line in the general area of the plant to be
watered using a hole punch tool. A barbed drip emitter is then pressed into the hole in the distribution
line, and a length of basic ¼-inch tubing then passes from the emitter to the root area of the plant. Drips
from the emitter will flow through the ¼-inch tubing and then drip from the end of the tubing at the plant.
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Unlike the gallons per minute rating of sprinkler heads, drip emitters are rated in gallons per hour. Typical
emitters might be ½, 1 or 2 gallons per hour, with lower-rate emitters being used for smaller plants and
higher-rate emitters being used for larger plants. The irrigation system design could include one or more
than one drip emitter for each plant. The earlier discussion on valve boxes mentioned how a dripper
distribution line is equipped with a pressure regulator to prevent high water pressure from bursting drip
emitters or popping them off the poly pipe. For drip zones, system design includes choosing the right size
of dripper for each plant type and also assuring that the total water flow across all emitters is within the
flow capacity of the pressure regulator feeding the circuit.

Irrigation controller
The Irrigation Controller is the “brain” of the irrigation system, opening and closing zone valves consistent
with an irrigation program. The controller will normally be located inside the garage, near a power outlet.
A wire bundle will leave the Irrigation Controller and run to the outdoor valve box or valve boxes. A Sensor
Controller Interface unit for a rain sensor will typically also be located near the Irrigation Controller.
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A panel inside the Irrigation Controller cover provides the means to program the irrigation cycle timing
and manually force irrigation cycles to run.
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The photo shows a RainBird ESP-TM2 Irrigation Controller, which is capable of managing up to six irrigation
zones using up to three different cycle programs. Older and newer homes, homes of a different builder,
and homes that require control of more than six irrigation zones may use a different controller. The ESPTM2 consists of a function control knob, an LCD screen, and a few keypad buttons for the user to enter
selections with.
Functions available via the ESP-TM2 control knob are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OFF – The internal clock is allowed to run, but no irrigation programs will run
AUTO RUN – This is the normal position when the controller is supposed to be irrigating automatically
as it has been programmed to do.
DATE/TIME – This is used to set the clock inside the controller
START TIMES – This is used to set the desired time(s) when an irrigation program should begin.
RUN TIMES – This is used to set the watering duration for each zone in the program
SENSOR – This is used to enable/disable the effect of the outdoor rain sensor on the controller
operation
SEASONAL ADJUST – This can be used to specify a percentage increase/decrease in the programmed
zone durations to accommodate periods of unusually hot&dry or cool&wet weather
MANUAL STATION – This can be used to manually turn on the irrigation for a specific zone
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The PROGRAM SELECT button is used to choose the program to be viewed or modified.
The left arrow and right arrow buttons are used to select options in various settings, and the – and +
buttons can be used to change the selected option.
All configured programs will run as scheduled when the function knob is in the AUTO RUN position. A
manually selected program choice is also shown in the display. In the photo, PGM A is shown. Pressing
the right arrow button will manually start just that program. With the knob in AUTO RUN, the PROGRAM
SELECT button can be used to change that manually selected program displayed on the LCD.
The ESP-TM2 can be equipped with a RainBird LNK WiFi module that allows the controller to be added to
the home WiFi network. Remote access to the controller is then possible through a RainBird phone app.
This can be handy when manually testing irrigation zones.
Note: The ESP-TM2 ships with a label in the wiring compartment that reads “WiFi Ready”.
This means the controller is ready to have the WiFi module installed, not that the
controller is actually already equipped for WiFi.
The LNK module plugs into an accessory slot in the wiring compartment of the ESP-TM2 controller as
shown here.
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More elaborate controllers are available that access the internet for weather data and forecast
information so that it can be used to automatically adjust cycle timing. This can, however, be argued to
be of marginal benefit for the localized rain showers and thunderstorms typically experienced in the
Colorado front range. A link to a city of Aurora rebate program for smart controllers is provided in the
later City of Aurora Resources section.

Rain sensor
Some homes may be equipped with a rain sensor. The rain sensor is intended to disable any irrigation
during a significant rain event and then continue to inhibit irrigation for a period of time after the rain.

The photo shows the outdoor portion of the RainBird WR2 rain sensor used on Toll Bros homes. It is
ideally mounted so it isn’t affected by trees and other obstructions. The bracket provided with the WR2
is intended to hang the sensor on a roof gutter.
The WR2 sensor consists of a fiber element that expands when it gets wet and shrinks as it dries. Element
status is transmitted via a wireless link to a Sensor Controller Interface unit located nearby but indoors –
typically very near to the Irrigation Controller. The outdoor portion is battery powered; the battery will
unfortunately require replacement every couple of years.
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The RainBird WR2 system also includes a temperature component that can disable irrigation if the outdoor
temperature is below a set point. This can prevent irrigating on colder days when watering shouldn’t be
necessary or when freezing conditions might be occurring.
For the RainBird WR2, the Sensor Controller Interface provides the wireless link to the outdoor unit and
is wired into the Irrigation Controller. A screen under the cover of the Sensor Controller Interface provides
status for the rain sensor system. Indications include a relative scale suggesting how much rain has been
detected, whether enough rain has been detected to disable irrigation, an abstract scale for outdoor
temperature, and bar-graph displays depicting outdoor sensor battery and wireless signal strength.
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KEEPING AN EYE ON THE IRRIGATION SYSTEM
The irrigation system should be checked periodically. If the watering cycles are normally scheduled to be
performed late at night or early in the morning, the homeowner should occasionally operate each system
zone manually so that proper operation can be observed. The Problem Solving section provides guidance
on what can be done with issues that might be observed.

Special tools
For an irrigation system that uses spray heads, a spray head pull-up tool such as the RainBird PTC1 is very
handy during inspections and maintenance of the irrigation system. The end of this low-cost tool is
equipped with hooks that can grip inside the topside rim of many brands of spray nozzles. This allows the
spray nozzle and spray head stem to be raised up from the spray head body when the zone isn’t running.
The spring-loaded action of the tool can then be used to grip the spray head stem and hold it in place so
maintenance on the nozzle can be performed. The tool can also be used to grip nozzles for tightening
them on a stem or loosening them for removal.
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Mentioned here as another possible special tool, having an irrigation controller equipped with a WiFi
interface can allow the controller to be added onto the home network. An app from the controller
manufacturer can then be used to remotely turn zones on & off for testing or system checks. Smart
controllers that access the internet for weather data will already have a WiFi interface. For the RainBird
ESP-TM2 controller shown earlier, the RainBird LNK WiFi module can be added to the controller.

Basic inspections
The system doesn’t need to be irrigating for these checks.
Periodically glance at the vacuum breaker to ensure it isn’t leaking from anywhere.
Periodically open the valve box(es) for inspection. They should generally be dry. Water or even an
abundance of moisture may suggest a leaky valve or leaky drain plug/drain valve.
Periodically check for ongoing leakage from the lower sprinkler heads in each zone. Some amount of
water leakage would be normal when a zone shuts off, but continued wetness or slight water flow from a
low point in a zone might suggest a problem with the valve for that zone not shutting off completely. Such
a valve may need to be serviced (cleaned or part like a diaphragm replaced) or the entire valve replaced.
Perhaps a few weeks into the irrigating season, consider removing the spray nozzle from each sprinkler
head and clean any debris from the mesh filter and the spray nozzle. The distribution lines in an irrigation
system aren’t fully sealed; waiting a few weeks into the season can help break off roots that have started
to ingress into the piping at fittings. These root fragments will end up in the mesh filter. Seeds can
germinate in the spray nozzles early in the spring; waiting for them to grow a bit might make them easier
to remove from the nozzle.
Discuss sump pump observations with neighbors. Frequently running sump pumps might suggest overwatering in the area, or too much water being applied close to foundations.
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Check around the base of shrubs to ensure the soil isn’t exposed, since that would lead to more
evaporation from the soil. The soil would ideally be covered with mulch, bark nuggets, or even small rock.

Inspections with lawn zones running
Watch for water bubbling out of the ground where it shouldn’t be. This would suggest a leak or break in
the distribution line for that zone. Leaks need to be repaired to help keep water from being wasted and
to ensure that adequate water pressure remains in the distribution line for sprinkler heads to function
properly.
Listen for water rushing under rocked or other hidden areas. This would also suggest a leak or break in
the distribution line.
Ensure sprinkler head nozzles clear surrounding turf. Spray patterns will be affected by grass that is high
enough to encroach into the spray, and cause excess water dripping from the grass to be wasted at the
sprinkler head by pooling or running off.
Observe the spray patterns from the nozzles. Do they adequately cover the turf areas while minimizing
overspray on adjacent rock or concrete areas?
Are there overly dry or overly wet sections of the zone? These may suggest more investigation is needed
in adjusting spray patterns, possibly relocating sprinkler heads, etc.
Watch for runoff through the irrigation cycle and then after the cycle completes. Any amount of
significant runoff suggests more water was applied than the soil could absorb. Water pooling in lawn
areas or walking on the lawn and finding squishy/soggy areas may be another sign of overwatering. It
could be that the ground just didn’t need that much water or that the cycle ran for longer than it should
have. Check nozzles for the expected spray patterns to ensure too much water isn’t being focused in one
area. Check circuit timing and use of cycle-and-soak techniques in the irrigation controller program.
Note: Even for newly laid sod, runoff suggests too much water is being applied. Once the
subsoil has been adequately watered after sod is installed, new sod needs to be watered
frequently but only briefly – just enough to keep the sod from drying out.
If there are sprinkler heads located at the corners where the driveway meets the street, pay special
attention to looking for damage to those heads from vehicles possibly running over them as they back out
of the driveway.

Inspections with drip zones running
Watch for water bubbling up or pooling where it shouldn’t be. This would suggest a leak in the distribution
line.
Listen for water rushing in areas supplied by drip emitters. This could be sign that a drip emitter has
broken or popped off the distribution line. Being above ground, the drip emitters are subject to being
broken by being stepped on, even though they may be below some rock. Plastic gets brittle as it ages,
and it isn’t unusual for drip emitters to simply burst apart after a few years of exposure.
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At least once a season, try to inspect the drip line(s) for each plant and verify drips are observed when the
zone is irrigating. This may require pulling back some of the mulch or rock around each plant to find the
end of the drip lines. Observing no drips would suggest the drip line or emitter is clogged, or the emitter
is broken or has popped off the distribution line.
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CONTROLLER PROGRAMMING
Overview
The irrigation controller is the brain or smarts of the irrigation system. It opens and closes the zone valves
as required per a cycle timing “program” that the homeowner or lawn service has set it up with. The
typical program is configured for the following:
•
•
•

Selection of specific days of the week that are watering days.
The time of day that irrigation should begin.
The zone cycle that specifies the number of minutes each zone is to be irrigated.

Controllers will often have the capability for more than one program. The RainBird ESP-TM2 used as an
example here can support three different programs. Not all are required to be used, but they can provide
flexibility in how the irrigation is managed. For example, one program could be used for lawn watering
and one program could be used for drip irrigation. Or, one program could be used for sunny & dry sections
of lawn and another could be for shady areas that don’t need watering as frequently. Unnecessary
programs are disabled by not specifying a watering day for that program.
In addition to being able to set specific watering days, the ESP-TM2 also allows the user to specify the
desired interval between watering days or whether watering occurs on even or odd calendar days. The
different approaches in managing watering days are provided to accommodate varying watering day
requirements of different water authorities. The city of Aurora currently just mandates that residential
irrigation is limited to no more than three days in a week.
Controllers can also allow each program to be repeated multiple times on watering days. The ESP-TM2
accepts up to four start times to be defined. As a means towards encouraging water to soak in deep
without a lot of runoff, Aurora recommends a “cycle-and-soak” approach where a shorter cycle is ran
multiple times with a delay between them. Implementing cycle-and-soak can be accomplished by
specifying multiple start times set for something like an hour apart. Setting any cycle start time to OFF
will cause that cycle to be skipped.
Irrigation zones are often referred to as “stations” in the controller manual and user interface. This
document refers to the sequence of zone timings in a program as a “cycle”. Not all zones/stations need
to be included in each program. A zone or station can be skipped or excluded in a program by setting the
time duration for it to zero.
Homeowners should be familiar with the manufacturer’s manual for the controller. The programming
approach varies from model to model and from brand to brand. Because of this, only abstract
programming concepts will be discussed here, with specific details left to the controller manual.

Program considerations
Setting up an ideal program involves understanding how much water turf and plantings require on
watering days and also understanding the rate that water is applied by the irrigation system. Just setting
up a controller with a fairly random program and setting it to run can easily lead to not enough or too
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much water being applied. Applying too much can lead to water wasted as runoff or cause trees planted
in the lawn areas to suffer from overwatering.
Ideally, turf and plantings are irrigated as infrequently as possible. Executed properly, this can minimize
water lost to runoff and evaporation. Watering infrequently also encourages root growth to search out
available moisture. So, a primary goal is to water thoroughly enough to sustain the turf and plantings as
many days as possible.
On any given lot, however, there will be a limit on the soil’s ability to absorb water. Variables include
whether the basic soil is sandy or clay, the extent that the soil was amended with organic material during
the planting process and the extent that the organic material has decomposed, how extensively the soil
has been compacted, etc. When irrigation is applied too heavily or for too long, water will pool or runoff.
So, the primary goal becomes watering thoroughly enough to sustain the turf and plantings as many days
as possible but in a way that doesn’t lead to pooling or runoff.

How much irrigation water does a lawn need?
Determining an exact answer to this can get complicated since it depends on weather conditions such as
rain amounts, temperature, humidity, sunny vs cloudy days, wind, etc. As general insight, a typical Aurora
summer might require between an inch and two inches of irrigation water being applied to turf grass
every week.

At what rate does an irrigation system apply water?
As a nominal number to work with, Aurora suggests a typical irrigation system with pop-up spray heads
will apply water at 1-1/2 inches per hour. Spray heads apply water at a much heavier rate than rotary
nozzles or geared rotary sprinkler heads.
A more accurate answer depends on the irrigation system design – in particular the type of sprinkler heads
used in the system and the extent that the spray patterns from sprinkler heads overlap.
For any system, a more accurate rate can be calculated by averaging the measured depth of water
collected in catch cans spread throughout a zone over a period of time. A key point here is that this
provides an average. Some areas of the lawn may see more than that, other areas less than that. Unlike
rainfall, no irrigation system applies a perfectly uniform distribution of water across the lawn.

Aurora’s watering recommendations
Each spring, Aurora residents receive a water conservation mailing that includes a graphic like the
following laying out a suggested program for each of the three common types of sprinkler heads.
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This shows the table from the 2021 mailing. The WATERING MONTHS column notes how many watering
days are suggested in each month. May, June and September are shown as two days per week. July and
August are shown as three days per week. The minutes per zone columns show the suggested number of
minutes each zone should be programmed for on each watering day. The values in the table assume the
watering cycle repeats through three cycle-and-soak passes.
The following table expands on the data for the recommended program for pop-up sprinkler heads.
MONTH
May
June
July
August
Sept

MINS/ZONE
5
7
5
5
6

MINS/DAY
15
21
15
15
18

DAYS/WK
2
2
3
3
2

MINS/WK
30
42
45
45
36

INCHES/WEEK
0.75
1.1
1.1
1.1
0.9

Again, Aurora is recommending that the minutes per zone is repeated three times in a cycle-and-soak
method, with an hour or so delay between each cycle. That equates to a total number of irrigation
minutes per zone on each watering day. Multiplying that by the number of suggested watering days per
week provides the total number of irrigation minutes per week for each zone. Using the notional data
from Aurora, pop-up spray heads typically irrigate at 1-1/2 inches per hour, so the total amount of
irrigation water applied to each zone per week can be determined as shown. So, the table shows Aurora
is suggesting around 1.1 inches of irrigation water being applied to each zone during the summer months.
This is applied across three watering days per week, and further broken down to three applications on
each watering day.
Note: This data should be considered to be an average. Some weeks will require more, and some weeks
will require less, based on actual weather conditions.
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Using a Seasonal Adjust approach to the controller program
Changing the watering durations for each zone on a periodic (weekly or monthly) basis as the season
changes or as required to adjust for actual weather conditions can be a pain. Many controllers, including
the RainBird ESP-TM2 used here as a discussion baseline, have a Seasonal Adjust setting. This applies a
percentage time duration adjustment to whatever is in the program settings. A seasonal adjust setting of
50% will apply roughly half the water. Likewise, a seasonal adjust setting of 150% will apply 1-1/2 times
as much water as the baseline program.
Having a hot & dry week? Increase the seasonal adjust setting a bit. Having a cool & rainy week? Reduce
the seasonal adjust setting. Well, for a rainy week just disabling irrigation would be even better if that is
possible.
Known controllers operate at a resolution in minutes, so the seasonal adjust will cause changes in zone
durations in whole minutes, not fractions of minutes. So, Seasonal Adjust isn’t an exact setting, but it does
provide a simple way to tweak all zone timing through a single adjustment.
In further leveraging the Seasonal Adjust setting, another approach to setting up a program is to configure
the controller for the application of 1” of water per week as a baseline. From Aurora’s suggestion that
pop-up spray nozzles apply 1-1/2 inches per hour, an inch would be applied in 40 minutes. So, for a
program to water 1 inch, the controller would be set up for a weekly total of 40 minutes of watering per
zone. This is split between watering days. For three watering days per week, this would be just over 13
minutes of watering per zone, per watering day. For spray heads, irrigating that long at one time would
probably lead to runoff. To help prevent runoff, those 13+ minutes are then spread into multiple cycleand-soak passes. Aurora recommends three, so the 13+ minutes total is split to 4+ minutes each pass. For
good measure, this is rounded up to 5 minutes each since the controller only accepts durations in whole
minutes.
So, as a basic program with three watering days a week, each zone gets set to a duration of 5 minutes.
The controller is set to three start times an hour apart, and three days of the week are selected as watering
days. This ends up a bit high at a zone total of 45 minutes a week, but setting up the zones for 4 minutes
each would lead to a slightly short total of 36 minutes.
To apply just ½ inch of water, seasonal adjust gets set to 50%. To apply 1-1/2 inches of water, seasonal
adjust gets set to 150%. For 2 inches of water, seasonal adjust is set to 200% (the max value for the ESPTM2 controller). Easy peasy.
Once set, the effect of the Seasonal Adjust will be applied to all watering cycles until the value is changed.
Note: On at least the ESP-TM2 controller, the zone durations being displayed in the RUN
TIMES mode are AFTER the effect of the Season Adjust setting. When Seasonal Adjust is
being used and it is desired to alter the zone duration settings, first set Seasonal Adjust
back to 100% so that the zone durations shown are the base values. After revising the
zone durations as desired, then return Season Adjust to the desired setting.
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Also note that if the RainBird ESP-TM2 is equipped with a wifi module, the controller can
be set to an “automatic” seasonal adjust mode. Here, Seasonal Adjust is manually set to
a “worst case” value for the summer. The controller will then access internet weather
data for the area and use it to automatically reduce zone durations if the controller
doesn’t feel the full seasonal adjust duration should be required for a given watering day.

Other Program Approaches
More elaborate (and possibly more accurate) approaches to optimizing an irrigation program will typically
involve knowing the “ET”, or EvapoTranspiration rate for an area. This is the combination of moisture lost
to evaporation and plant transpiration. Hotter and windier weather will lead to higher ET numbers.
Subtract the amount of any actual rainfall received over that same period and the result is the amount of
irrigation water required.

What about dripper circuits?
All of the program discussion so far has been with regards to lawn irrigation. Determining an optimal
program for a dripper zone is a bit more of a challenge. Aurora doesn’t provide a notional baseline to start
with, and it’s harder to observe the watering process to get a sense for how much watering is too much,
etc. Systems with one dripper output per plant won’t water as evenly as systems with more than one.
Further, the range of plants watered by a drip system can range everywhere from small perennials to
bushes and shrubs that can grow to a fairly large size. Finally, established plants have different watering
needs than new plants.
The same general rule, however, applies. Water as infrequently as possible, and as thoroughly as possible.
Shrubs have a more extensive root system than grass does. Shrubs arguably should be watered to a
greater depth than grass, and less often than grass. This is why it might be beneficial to use one controller
program for irrigating lawn zones, and another controller program for irrigating the drip zone or zones.
Generally, drip zones need to run longer than turf zones. Runoff should be less of a concern, so the cycleand-soak approach may not be required. This is another advantage of having drip circuit(s) on a separate
program from turf zones.
Small plants should be watered to a soil depth of about 8-inches. For larger shrubs, watering to a depth
of 12 to 18-inches might be required. As a starting point, a drip zone that has single emitters on smallish
shrubs might be ran for something like 45-minutes, twice a week. For smaller plants, moisture depth can
be checked with a small hole dug with a garden trowel or by checking to see if a screwdriver can be pushed
into the ground to that depth.
Note: Use of a dripper circuit to irrigate trees adds complexities that are beyond the
current scope of this document. For example, a general recommendation from online
sources is to expand the drip zone coverage as the tree crown gets larger with age.

Can the zone by zone sequence be programmed?
For at least the typical irrigation controller, zone 1 always runs first, with each of the other outputs from
the controller running in numerical sequence. Whatever valve is wired to zone 1 will irrigate first, and so
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on. Rearranging the irrigation sequence requires rearranging the zone valve wiring connections at the
irrigation controller or at the valves in the valve boxes.

Choosing a time of day to irrigate
Aurora doesn’t allow watering between 10AM and 6 PM during the irrigation season, so watering has to
occur early in the day, the evening, or overnight. The early morning hours approaching dawn or shortly
after dawn is arguably the preferred irrigation window. Sun exposure can still lead to a lot of evaporation
loss later in the morning or in early evening. There’s usually less of a problem with wind in the morning
than there is in the evening. Lawns that are watered late in the evening or early in the overnight hours
can be subject to disease issues because of the extended period the grass remains wet.
If overnight is chosen as the irrigation window, be sure to periodically manually activate each zone during
the daytime to observe it for proper operation.

Summary
Setting up a program in an irrigation controller shouldn’t be considered a set-it-and-forget-it thing. An
annual mailing from Aurora provides a basic program profile that homeowners can use throughout the
irrigation season. At the other extreme, homeowners that wish to can get quite scientific about how the
program settings are determined. Another approach is to simply set up a baseline watering program like
applying an inch per week and then use the controller’s seasonal adjust setting to increase/decrease the
watering as needed throughout the season.
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PROBLEM SOLVING
This section describes typical irrigation system problems and what might be done to resolve them. Refer
to the earlier section on Irrigation System Components as necessary.

The rain sensor doesn’t seem to do anything
First make sure the outdoor portion of the rain sensor is located on a gutter or other high location that
clears other obstructions. If the outdoor sensor can’t be located, it might have fallen to the ground or
might have blown up onto the roof or into the gutter.
Open the cover on the indoor Sensor Controller Interface and verify bars are present on both the sensor
battery strength scale and the sensor wireless signal strength scale. If neither scale shows any bars, the
battery in the outdoor sensor needs to be replaced and/or the outdoor sensor needs to be re-paired to
the Sensor Controller Interface unit. Reference the rain sensor manual from the manufacturer for more
information.
Verify the Irrigation Controller is set to enable the input from the sensor. Reference the Irrigation
Controller manual from the manufacturer for more information. Using the manufacturer manual, verify
that the Sensor Interface Unit is correctly wired to the Irrigation Controller. Note that the Irrigation
Controller typically ships from the manufacturer with a jumper wire across the sensor terminals to bypass
the sensor connection. This jumper needs to be removed or the rain sensor function can’t work.

The above photo shows one installation found to be wired incorrectly. The yellow jumper wire from the
manufacturer is still in place, disabling any kind of sensor input. Wires from the Sensor Controller
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Interface should be connected to the two SENS terminals instead of the jumper, but only one wire is
connected in the photo.

This photo shows the proper wiring connections for a RainBird Sensor Controller Interface unit. Note the
wire jumper across the SENS terminals has been removed.

It is raining but the irrigation cycle is still running
It can take time for the fiber element in the outdoor sensor to absorb the moisture necessary to disable
irrigation. There’s also a rain sensitivity adjustment of sorts on the Sensor Controller Interface. Increasing
the rain sensitivity might cause irrigation to be disabled more quickly. Reference the Sensor Controller
Interface manual from the manufacturer for more information.
If continued rain is expected, irrigation can always be manually disabled by setting the Irrigation Controller
to the Off mode.

The controller starts irrigating too soon after a good rain
The typical residential rain sensor isn’t all that accurate. After a rain, environmental factors like
temperature, humidity, sunshine and wind can affect how quickly the outdoor sensor element “dries out”
and irrigation being re-enabled. The RainBird WR2 Rain Sensor has been observed to re-enable irrigation
earlier than necessary after a good rain, possibly because of the dry climate of the Colorado front range.
To minimize irrigation water usage, it may be necessary/possible to manually disable irrigation at the
Irrigation Controller after a solid rain, re-enabling irrigation days later when dry areas are starting to
appear in the lawn.
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The rain sensitivity adjustment on the Sensor Controller Interface may also affect how soon irrigation is
re-enabled after a rain.

The irrigation cycle won’t run on late fall or early spring days
The likely culprit here is that the ambient temperature is below the temperature setpoint in the Sensor
Controller Interface. Set point options are 33, 37, and 41 degrees Fahrenheit. For example, if the set point
is 41 degrees and the Irrigation Controller is set to enable input from the Sensor Controller Interface,
irrigation will be disabled if the outdoor sensor measures a temperature below 41 degrees.
To get around this, lower the temperature set point on the Sensor Controller Interface or set the Irrigation
Controller to disable input from the sensor.

Water is flowing from the valve box
If the water flows from the box only while irrigation is running for a particular zone, there’s a problem
with the valve or the distribution line for that zone. Perhaps the valve is busted, the distribution line is
disconnected from the valve or the distribution line has burst or split. In this case, it is possible to disable
irrigation for just that zone in the Irrigation Controller so that other zones can continue to be watered
until the problem zone can be repaired.
If water continuously flows from the valve box even when no irrigation is running, there may be a break
in the manifold or any of the attached valves, or there’s a problem with the drain valve or drain plug if
one belongs in that valve box. In this case, the indoor irrigation shutoff valve or either the inlet or outlet
valve on the vacuum breaker will need to be turned to the off position until the problem can be fixed.
Note that this will disable all irrigation until the problem can be located and repaired.

Water is spraying from the vacuum breaker
Make sure that the two small test cock valves on the vacuum breaker are closed. This would be an easy
fix, so start with that check.
If the water is flowing from under the top hat of the vacuum breaker, the diaphragm or another
component inside the vacuum breaker may need replacement. For a DIY repair, service kits for some
vacuum breaker models should be available from big-box stores or sprinkler supply stores.
Water spraying from a crack in the side of the vacuum breaker brass body indicates the vacuum breaker
is going to need replacement. It’s a more challenging DIY repair, but replacement vacuum breakers are
available at big-box stores and sprinkler supply houses.
Until repairs can be made, disable water flow to the irrigation system at the indoor irrigation shutoff valve.

Water is bubbling or flowing from the ground when a zone is being irrigated
This suggests the distribution line for that zone has been burst or the distribution line has become
disconnected from a tee or other fitting in the zone distribution. Note that the pointed end of a deep root
feeder can readily damage poly pipe distribution lines if they happen to be in the area of the root feeding.
Only some exploratory digging will reveal what the source of the water leak is. Until the leak is located
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and repaired, irrigation for just that zone can be disabled in the Irrigation Controller so that other zones
can continue to watered.
Continuing to irrigate the zone with the leak present is discouraged. Not only does the leak waste water,
but the leak likely lowers the water pressure for that zone. This will affect how well any of the other
sprinkler heads on that zone will operate.

Water rushing sounds can be heard when a zone is being irrigated
This suggests a leak in the distribution line for that zone. Water might not be visible if the leak is under
landscape fabric or mulch/rock, especially at the beginning of a watering cycle.
For a drip irrigation zone, some amount of popping or bubbling sounds might be heard from drip emitters
as air is flushed out of the drip distribution line. If water rushing is still heard after the zone has been
running for a while, there’s a good chance a drip emitter has become detached from the distribution line
or has broken/split. While drip emitters are more accessible since they are located above ground, that
also makes them more susceptible to damage from being stepped on or rocks and other heavy objects
being dropped onto them.
If the drip emitter has simply popped off the distribution line, locate the hole for the emitter in the
distribution line and try to simply reinsert the emitter. If the emitter continues to pop off the distribution
line, the next step might be inserting an oversize drip-system hole plug in that emitter location and
punching a new, fresh hole for the emitter.
Emitters that break from aging or freezing will need to be replaced. There should be a flow rating marked
on one of the pieces of the broken emitter. To maintain consistency, replace the broken emitter with a
similarly sized one.

The nozzle stem in a pop-up sprinkler head doesn’t retract
A sprinkler head stem that remains in the extended position creates a trip hazard and is subject to being
damaged by lawn mowing, etc.
The stem getting stuck in the extended position can happen when grit or some other debris disrupts the
ability of the stem to smoothly slide back into the sprinkler head body. Tapping the nozzle lightly from
above with a foot is usually enough to break free the grit or debris and allow the stem to retract.
If the stem continues to get stuck on a regular basis, replacement of the spray head body may be
necessary.

Water is running off the lawn during an irrigation cycle
Water running off the lawn during irrigation is a sign that the ground is already saturated or that water is
being applied faster than the ground can absorb it. The homeowner pays Aurora Water for this runoff
that is wasted, so it is in the homeowner’s best interest to minimize it if it occurs on a regular basis.
After a good rain, it may be desirable to manually disable irrigation so that early-on irrigation cycles after
the rain don’t just run off the saturated soil.
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Multiple factors can lead to water runoff that occurs on a regular basis. Partially clogged or
misaligned/misadjusted sprinkler head nozzles as well as sprinkler head nozzles not clearing surrounding
turf grass could lead to water distribution being concentrated in some areas. Inspections and
maintenance actions can readily resolve these issues. The homeowner should verify the Irrigation
Controller is programmed for the intended cycle timing and watering days. After all, simply watering for
too long or watering too often can lead to wasteful runoff.
For ongoing runoff, the homeowner could also try reducing the duration of watering for those zones with
to see if the runoff can be reduced. This might involve reducing each cycle by something like a minute
and leaving that setting alone for a week or more to observe changes. The goal here would be to find an
irrigation zone duration that minimizes the runoff while also not leading to the grass drying out too much
between watering days.
Finally, the homeowner could consider implementing what Aurora Water defines as “cycle-and-soak”.
This involves the number of watering day irrigation minutes for a zone being split into multiple shorter
duration cycles with a delay of up to an hour between them. Aurora recommends irrigating in three
cycles. The idea behind cycle-and-soak is to apply some water, let it soak in, water again, let it soak
deeper, water one last time, and let that soak even deeper. This might seem like an increase in water
consumption, but the true intent is to keep the overall total minutes of irrigation the same. It’s just being
spread out over a longer time.

Even with an irrigation system, there still are dry spots in the lawn
First of all, no irrigation system is going to do a perfect job of irrigating a lawn. Every irrigation system
design is a compromise between even coverage and the complexity/cost of that system. Good coverage
requires substantial overlap of the spray pattern from multiple sprinkler heads. Inconsistent amounts of
overlap could lead to some areas of the lawn being dry while others are overwatered. Concern for the
irrigation system design is in turn complicated by the reality that a lawn can be very inconsistent as far as
soil conditions, sun exposure, slope, etc.
Similar to situations with water runoff, inspections and maintenance can be performed to ensure that
sprinkler heads are oriented and adjusted properly and that sprinkler head nozzles clear surrounding turf
grass. Confirm the irrigation controller is programmed for the proper number of irrigation minutes per
zone on each watering day. The homeowner might consider moving the irrigation timing so it starts earlier
or later in the day in order to reduce evaporation loss on watering days. Mowing the lawn to a taller
height is generally recommended as a way to reduce moisture evaporating from the soil.
Thatch build-up and soil compaction can lead to issues with water being able to soak into lawn areas. On
a lawn-wide scale, this can be mitigated through periodic (annual, bi-annual, etc.) mechanical dethatching
and/or aeration by a lawn care service. For the DIY type, small areas can be detached using a thatch-rake
or hard-tine bow rake. A step-on aeration tool can also be used to help open up the top soil that water
(and air) have a chance to percolate into the soil. The key with a manual aerator is that it should remove
cores from the soil, not just poke holes in the ground.
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The manual aerator shown here is capable of removing 3-1/2 inch plugs from the lawn, given the right soil
conditions.
Application of a surfactant product such as Revive might also help break up heavy soils or at least help
water soak into them. Note that per the manufacturer instructions, surfactants require multiple
applications over a period of time before improvement should be expected. One shouldn’t expect a
miracle after a single application.
Observing some signs of slightly dry grass areas between watering days could actually be considered a
good thing. This suggests the lawn is likely not being overwatered, and that grass should be growing roots
farther down into the soil to search out moisture remaining at lower soil levels as the upper soil dries out.
Here’s another way to look at it – if a given irrigation zone has an area with dry spots and the watering
duration is increased as required to keep those dry spots wet enough between watering days, other areas
of that zone could easily be overwatered in the process. Runoff might occur from those overwatered
areas.
Just running an extra cycle or two on a zone with dry spots is a poor way to resolve them. After all, if
irrigation is light enough in an area so that it dries out early, rerunning the zone will likely continue to
leave that area short on water. Meanwhile, other areas of the zone may likely be overwatered.
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So, it might be reasonable to expect some dry spots that require some additional manual watering on
watering days or perhaps at a lesser interval of say once a week. A hose-attached revolving sprinkler
would be recommended for this since they can be adjusted for small areas and will water at a rate light
enough that sufficient soaking in should be possible with little or no runoff. Use of a hand-held hose
nozzle to water dry areas is specifically discouraged since they tend to concentrate a lot of water in a small
area. This can lead to water quickly running off and/or water only being superficially applied to the upper
soil area, without any soak to the lower soil where it is needed the most.
Done in the right manner, thoroughly watering a dry area manually can “build up” a moisture reserve that
might carry that area through multiple irrigation cycles before drying out again.

Sprinkler head nozzles don’t clear surrounding turf grass
It’s not unusual to find grass getting in the way of spray from sprinkler head nozzles. This will affect the
spray pattern of the nozzle and likely lead to excess water pooling around the sprinkler head, which in
turn can lead to runoff in that area. Meanwhile, areas far from the nozzle are watered less than they
normally would be.
Depending on the extent of the issue, this might be resolved simply by mowing the lawn before watering
begins, or by using a grass trimmer to cut back a little bit more of the grass around the troublesome
sprinkler heads.
Over time, it is possible that the sprinkler head has sunk into the soil a bit or that the soil level has
increased through buildup and decay of thatch, etc. For irrigation systems where swing joints are used at
sprinkler heads, sod and soil around the sprinkler head can be dug up, soil packed below the sprinkler
head to raise it and then replacing the balance of the soil and the sod.
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Another option is to raise up the sprinkler head by adding a riser extension at the bottom of the sprinkler
head. The riser extension shown here can raise the sprinkler head up as much as 2-1/2 inches. Two
threaded sections of this riser can be cut off for shorter corrections.

Spray output from spray nozzle isn’t very uniform
If the spray output from a sprinkler head isn’t very uniform, there’s a good chance there is debris in either
the spray nozzle itself or the mesh filter insert that sits below the nozzle.
When the zone is not being irrigated, use a spray nozzle pull tool such as the RainBird PTC1 to pull up the
nozzle and stem. Hold the nozzle and stem in the extended position while moving the pull tool so that it
clamps the stem from retracting into the spray head body.
Look at the markings on the top of the nozzle to note the orientation of the nozzle. Rotate the nozzle
counter-clockwise to unscrew it and remove it. Pull the mesh filter out of the stem. Inspect the nozzle
and filter for grit, bits of roots, or other debris; while the filter will capture a lot of debris before the nozzle
is completely plugged, it doesn’t take much debris to start affecting the spray pattern. A stick pin might
be handy in removing debris.
Note: For at least RainBird, there are multiple kinds of mesh filters depending on how fine
of a spray a given nozzle is supposed to have. Nozzles with finer spray output will use a
filter with a finer mesh. Each RainBird filter type is a different color. If multiple spray
nozzles are removed at the same time, be sure to note the filter color used with each
nozzle type as they are removed so the right filter is reinstalled later.
After cleaning, reinsert the filter and thread the nozzle back onto the stem, ensuring the nozzle is oriented
the same as it was before removal.
If cleaning doesn’t improve the spray pattern, replacement of the nozzle may be necessary. The typical
spray nozzle on sprinkler heads are mass-produced plastic parts, and are relatively low cost. Simply
replacing poorly made or worn nozzles can have an effect on how evenly water is distributed.
If the spray head body is recessed enough that turf is starting to cover it, roots can form in the spray head
nozzle, especially over the winter months when the irrigation system isn’t used. To minimize this, consider
raising the spray heads or at least cutting away the turf overgrowth with a keyhole saw or serrated drywall
hole saw.

Spray output from spray nozzle isn’t oriented right
Ideally, spray nozzles will evenly cover turf areas with little overspray onto adjacent rock or concrete
pathways/driveways. Water not landing on the turf is essentially leading to waste.
Does the installed nozzle have the right pattern? Is it a half-circle pattern and an adjustable arc pattern
should be used instead?
If the spray pattern is correct but just rotated off a bit, perhaps one of the threaded connections
associated with the sprinkler head is loose. First try to rotate the sprinkler head body clockwise to ensure
it is tight on the swing arm or distribution line fitting. Then try to rotate just the spray nozzle clockwise to
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make sure it is tight on the sprinkler head stem. If the nozzle has an adjustable arc pattern, is it adjusted
properly?
After that, there’s one more possible adjustment. With at least the typical RainBird sprinkler heads,
rotational adjustment of the stem in the sprinkler head body is possible through a detent-mechanism in
the sprinkler head body. If the spray pattern is rotated off from optimal, use a nozzle pull tool such as the
RainBIrd PTC1 to raise up the stem and spray nozzle. Observe the spray pattern marking on the top of the
nozzle. Grip the stem and rotate it so that the spray pattern is oriented in the proper direction, passing
through detent positions as required. With the zone turned on, this stem adjustment may or may not be
possible, depending on the amount of water pressure in the system.

Water from sprinkler head shoots up like a fountain
This suggests the nozzle has broken apart or has come off the sprinkler head stem. If it has come off, the
stem will now be retracted down into the sprinkler head body. A replacement nozzle might still be able
to be inserted into the cavity at the top of the sprinkler head body and threaded onto the stem. Proper
orientation of the spray output may likely require rotating the stem through detent positions as required.
See the above info on spray output from spray nozzle isn’t oriented right.

No output observed from drip tubing
No irrigation output from the drip tubing that ends at the base of plants suggests the emitter is clogged
with debris from the distribution line, the tubing feeding the plant is clogged or plugged, possibly from an
insect using the tubing as a nest, the emitter has detached from the distribution line, or the tubing feeding
the plant has become detached from the drip emitter.
It will be necessary to follow the end of the drip tubing back to the emitter to determine whether
everything is in place and attached to the distribution line. If it is, try to remove the tubing from the plant
side of the emitter and see if the emitter is outputting drops of water. If it is, replace or try to unplug the
tubing. If the emitter is still not outputting any drops, the emitter needs to be replaced.
Note: There are some drip emitters with a removeable cap for cleaning debris from the
emitter. They’re more expensive than fixed emitters, so typically not used by contractors
on new homes.
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WINTERIZATION AND SPRING START-UP
In the Colorado front range, failure to properly winterize an irrigation system can lead to the need for
expensive repairs in the spring. This is because expansion from freezing water can crack or burst piping,
fittings and components in the irrigation system.
Providing specific details on how to winterize an irrigation system is beyond the scope of this document.
The process requires an air compressor capable of supplying a large volume of air over a long period of
time. The small storage tank and low duty-cycle rating of typical homeowner air compressors aren’t
meant for this.
Every homeowner has to decide when they want the irrigation system to be shut down for the winter and
started up again in the spring. There’s no single, applies-to-all answer for these decisions. Winterizing a
system too early can lead to an overly dry lawn that may require manual watering until winter sets in, but
winterizing a system late in the year increases the risk of system damage due to an early deep-freeze.
In the spring, the homeowner needs to ensure any lawn areas shaded by the house through the winter
have thawed out from winter before attempting to run water through those irrigation zones. Starting up
a system too early in the spring again increases the risk of damage from a late spring deep-freeze. Spring
is critical to root growth for a good lawn, so the lawn shouldn’t remain overly dry late in the spring.
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An insulated cover such as this can be installed over the vacuum breaker to help prevent it from freezing
when the irrigation system is charged with water and an unexpectedly cold late fall or early spring night
occurs. In a pinch, the vacuum breaker can also be wrapped with insulation or a blanket. The valve box
manifolds and zone distribution lines are somewhat less of a concern since it would take an extended cold
spell to freeze water below ground.
When an untimely freeze is expected and the system is charged with water, the homeowner can at least
shut off the indoor irrigation shutoff valve, remove the drain plug or valve from the valve box(es), open
the test cocks on the vacuum breaker, and drain water from the line leading to the vacuum breaker by
removing the drain cap on the irrigation shutoff valve. This reduces the risk of damage to the more
susceptible parts of the irrigation system.

Winterization insight
The general steps involved in winterizing the system include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Closing the irrigation supply valve inside the house
Draining as much water as possible from the vacuum breaker and valve boxes.
Supplying compressed air to the vacuum breaker and sequentially energizing each of the valves in the
valve boxes so compressed air can blow water from the zone distribution lines
Removing the drain plug(s) from valve boxes and leaving all valves on the vacuum breaker partially
open to minimize the chance of water build-up in the manifold system over the winter
Draining water from the pipe from the irrigation shutoff valve to the vacuum breaker
Ensuring the irrigation controller is set to the off position
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A winterization service will normally leave the vacuum breaker handles for the inlet and outlet ball valves
and the screwdriver slots for the two test cocks all in a 45-degree, between open and closed position.
To minimize problems with clogged spray heads in the spring, consider checking the top of each spray
head for turf overgrowth. If the spray head is low to the turf and grass has or is starting to cover the top
of the spray head body, roots may form in the spray nozzle during the offseason. These roots can disrupt
the spray pattern of the nozzle the following spring. Turf overgrowth can be cut away from the spray
head body using something like a keyhole saw or serrated drywall hole saw.

Spring start-up insight
Spring start-up reverses many of these steps:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reinstallation of drain plug(s) removed during winterization
Closing all valves at the vacuum breaker
Opening the irrigation shutoff valve, making sure the drain cap is tight on the drain stem
“Charging” the valve manifolds by opening the inlet and outlet valves on the vacuum breaker so that
water can enter the system
Observing the vacuum breaker and valve manifolds for leaks. Note that some water loss may briefly
occur from under the cap of the vacuum breaker during the charging process.
Energizing each irrigation zone and checking for proper operation. There have been social media
reports that not all lawn and sprinkler service companies include this in their startup job. The
homeowner should request it upfront if they want it performed as part of the startup. Repairs
necessary to fix problems noted in the testing would normally be an additional cost.
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After startup, the inlet and outlet ball valves will be in the open positions, and the screwdriver slots for
the two test cocks will be in the closed position, with the slots perpendicular to the flow direction.
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CITY OF AURORA RESOURCES
The city of Aurora is motivated to help residents conserve water and provides an abundance of resources
to help homeowners be part of the conservation effort.

Average irrigation precipitation rates
Aurora provides the following table as a summary of the typical or average precipitation rates for various
types of sprinkler heads.

City of Aurora source
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As an example, a system using pop-up spray nozzles applies water at a rate of about 1.5” per hour. If one
wants to apply that much water in a given week, an hour or 60-minutes of irrigation needs to be applied.
This would be spread across multiple watering days and, if cycle-and-soak is being used, spread across the
multiple cycles on those watering days. To apply an inch of water, this would be adjusted so each zone is
watered for a total of 40 minutes.

Determining actual sprinkler precipitation rates
One method of obtaining more accurate precipitation rates is to measure the amount of water applied
over a given time using a number of small containers or cans spread throughout the watering zone being
measured. For details, see this Catch Can Test document from the Aurora website.
This provides an average across the area covered by the test.

Water use assessment
The city of Aurora can help a homeowner evaluate and assess how water is being used. Both indoor and
outdoor (e.g., irrigation) assessments are available. For details, see the Water Use Assessment page at the
Aurora website.

Default watering durations

This table of default watering durations is included in a mailing to Aurora residents and is also available
on the Watering Times page at the Aurora website. This image reflects the 2021 data from Aurora. If no
other information about an irrigation system is available, this can provide a starting point for figuring out
how to program an irrigation controller.
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The table states how long sprinkler zones should be watered for each cycle. The data is based on the
number of watering days per week shown in the left column (2 or 3 days per week), and assumes watering
is performed using three cycle-and-soak passes.
Note that this is default data based on long-term historical averages. Fine-tuning of the controller
program may likely be necessary as hot & dry or cool & wet periods of weather is encountered.

Advanced Watering Times
Unfortunately, Aurora no longer provides the advanced watering times information unique to localized
areas of the city. Some related information may be provided through the Know-Your-Flow program.

Know-Your-Flow program
Homeowners can sign up for Aurora’s Know Your Flow program. Using information like the number of
residents in the house and an aerial view of the property to estimate turf size, the city of Aurora will
provide monthly insight into how actual water consumption compares to recommended consumptions
for a household of that size and the size of irrigation area involved.

Smart Controller Rebate Program
The city of Aurora offers up to $200 in rebates to homeowners that purchase and smart irrigation
controllers that can adjust irrigation cycles automatically based on internet-based weather sources. These
controllers are more elaborate than the builder-installed units. For more information, see the Residential
Irrigation Rebates page on the Aurora website.
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OTHER RESOURCES
An abundance of other information can be located on the internet.
Irrigation system component manufactures usually have brochures, system design guides and sometimes
system design software that can be found helpful. Popular manufacturers in the residential irrigation
system business include •
•
•

RainBird
Orbit Irrigation Products
Hunter Industries

There are several sites that provide tutorials and design tools to assist with irrigation system design.
Staff at local sprinkler supply stores (DBC in Parker, Smitty’s on Jordan Rd, etc.) and even hardware and
big-box stores can often help with problems and identifying replacement parts for repairs.
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